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Abstract: This paper presents design methodologies and an implementation of autonomous table tennis ball collecting
robot. The robot is designed with three major emphases to collect balls effectively in a real table tennis court: ball
detection, navigation, and ball collection. For ball detection, a combination of blob detection and cascade classifier was
utilized. The robot generates an optimal path toward detected balls using A* graph search algorithm and follows the path
based on a mecanum-wheeled platform. The detected balls are collected using a suction motor and a 2-DOF active nozzle.
The integrated system successfully demonstrates the given task in a real table tennis court.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Picking up table tennis balls spread over the court is
like the torture of Sisyphus with its endless repetitions.
While playing table tennis, players have to stop every few
minutes to pick up the balls. To ease the burden of players, we developed an autonomous robot that collects balls
in a real table tennis court.
In the past, several ball collecting robots were developed to use in diverse environments. Ball-Picking Robot
developed by Y. Liu [1] and Ballbot developed by J.
Wang [2] were presented for a tennis court navigating
based on fixed lines on the court, but these architectures
are not suitable for a table tennis court due to the lack
of fixed lines. Blackhole developed by C. H. Yun [3]
and Vision-guided golf-ball collecting mobile robot developed by S. W. Wu [4] were operated on a golf court,
but they are not operable without additional court infrastructures including external cameras to detect distant
balls.
The objective of this research is to design a stand-alone
robot platform for ball collection in any real table tennis
court. We simplified and targeted three major challenges
in a real table tennis court:
• Distinguishing table tennis balls, a white sphere with
a 40mm diameter, from other white confusing elements
• Avoiding obstacles such as a table, chairs, walls,
people, and moving fences
• Collecting table tennis balls everywhere on the court
even surrounded by objects and walls
To address these challenges, we propose an effective
autonomous table tennis ball collecting robot, TT-bot,
with three design approaches as shown in Fig. 1; to detect
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balls, vision processing with blob detection and cascade
classifier were implemented; to navigate effectively, A*
graph search algorithm and mecanum wheels were utilized; to collect balls, a suction method and a two-degreeof-freedom (2-DOF) active nozzle were used. The robot
was integrated with a backseat/frontseat architecture with
compact PC and a real time controller and utilized one
LIDAR and camera.
The next section shows a brief overview of the system configuration of the proposed robot platform, TT-bot.
Section 3 introduces our approach to detect table tennis
balls, and section 4 suggests a practical methodology for
the stand-alone robot navigation. In Section 5, we present
a design approach to collect balls. Finally, section 6 discusses a performance of TT-bot and desired future works.

Fig. 1 Three design approaches for TT-bot.

2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The hardware of the proposed robot, TT-bot, is shown
in Fig. 2. The robot was built on aluminum plate chassis with four mecanum wheels actuated by servo motors

(Dynamixel MX-28). Similar to a vacuum cleaner, the
robot collects balls using a 160W suction motor, and a
nozzle is actuated by two servo motors (Dynamixel MX28). The collected balls are stored in a basket which can
hold up to fifty balls. For navigation, a wide-view webcam (Genius 120 degree Ultra), a single channel LIDAR
(Slamtec RPLidar A2), and six ultrasound distance sensors (HY-SRF05) were installed. The webcam is actuated
with one servo motor (Dynamixel MX-64) to acquire side
view images. The processors of the robot utilized a backseat/frontseat architecture consisting of a small PC (Intel
NUC) and a real time processor (NI myRIO) with FPGA
(Xilinx Z-7010). The PC interfaces with the LIDAR and
the webcam for high level control of the robot and communicates with the real time processor to control the peripherals via TCP/IP communication. The real time processor controls a suction motor, seven servo motors, and
six ultrasound sensors. Vision processing software was
developed on ROS environment running on the PC.

Fig. 2 TT-bot hardware overview.

3. BALL DETECTION
Detecting a table tennis ball in a real court is challenging due to several rationales as shown in Fig. 3: a) distant
balls are presented in small size which is less than 10×10
px, and some table tennis balls are occluded by obstacles,
b) several objects and lightings look similar to table tennis balls.
A common ball detection problem uses geometric
model based detection algorithms, such as Circle Hough
Transform [5] and Gradient Vectors based approaches
[6]. However, they are vulnerable to detecting small balls
which lack circular features. Also, those algorithms cannot distinguish a target ball from other visually similar
objects. Due to these limitations of geometric model
based detection algorithms, learning based detection algorithm was chosen and applied instead.
As described in Fig. 4, the learning based detection
algorithm consists of two major steps: Region of Interest(ROI) extraction and classification. A blob detection

Fig. 3 Challenging cases in ball detection. (a) Target
balls, (b) Objects visually similar to a table tennis
ball.

algorithm is used to extract ROI cut-outs from a raw camera image, and a Local Binary Pattern(LBP) feature [7]
based cascade classifier [8] is applied as a classification
process. The overall ball detection processes were implemented based on OpenCV.
3.1 ROI Extraction
In order to reduce the computational complexity in
the ball detection algorithm, dimension reduction process
is used as a primary step of the algorithm. The common strategy in dimension reduction is feature extraction.
However, in some cases with a relatively large input image, even the feature extraction process would work as a
computational bottleneck. To address this issue, several
learning based detection algorithms use ROI cut-out as an
input for feature extraction. ROI extraction method can
vary depends on target problems, and LIDAR data [9] or
blob detection results [10] are commonly used.
For table tennis ball detection problem, we used blob
detection algorithm to extract ROI. Since the blob detection method can detect objects with a low resolution, it
enables the robot to include distant balls in ROI set. Our
ROI extraction method consists of three steps: color refinement, color masking, and blob detection. In the color
refinement step, single erode morphological operation is
applied to differentiate table tennis balls from reflected
lights. As a following step, color filters are applied to create a masked image that only contains pixels of color similar to that of table tennis balls. The clusters on masked
image implies the possible position of the table tennis
balls as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Blob detection algorithm
is applied to this color mask to calculate the center coordinates of each cluster. Considering that the size of the
cluster is smaller at the top of the image, we divided the
image into three sections (top, middle, bottom), and extracted ROI cut-outs respectively.
3.2 Classification
Cascade classification [8] is a general methodology to
extract an object from a given image by stacking a network of weak classifiers. To train each weak classifier,
appropriate features have to be chosen. We used the LBP
feature [7] because of its short training time and robustness over disturbances such as illumination change.
ROI cut-outs, which represent ball candidates, are
used as input images. The ROI cut-outs extracted from

Fig. 4 The conceptual process of ball detection: (a) color refinement with erode operation, (b) color mask for blob
detection, (c) calculating center position of each blob, (d) cropping out rectangular area around each blob as a ROI,
(e) classification process of LBP feature based cascade classifier, (f) segmentation of screen to differentiate the size of
ROI cut-outs, classifiers are also differentiated for each segment.
the three different sections of the input image contain different types of false ball candidates, which is shown in
Fig. 4 (f). Thus, classifiers corresponding to each section
of the input images are created and trained separately to
distinguish a table tennis ball more accurately. As a result, we achieved ball detection accuracies of 80% (top
section), 82% (middle section), and 92% (bottom section), and overall ball detection performance is shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 A capture from processed image stream; Bouncing balls are recognized in green boxes.

4. PERCEPTION OF AMBIENT
ENVIRONMENT AND NAVIGATION
For practical usage of the robot in a real table tennis court, it is required to collect scattered balls effectively while avoiding various obstacles and physical disturbances. Thus, in this section, we present strategic approaches for practical stand-alone robot navigation in a
real table tennis court: mapping environments and targets using a camera and a LIDAR, path-planning using
A* graph search algorithm, and holonomic mobile platform using mecanum Wheels.
4.1 Mapping of Environmental Information
Autonomous robot navigation requires path-planning
based on information of obstacles and detected targets.

Several sensors such as LIDAR were utilized for recognizing obstacles. In order to fuse information of several
sensors’ data on the same reference frame, we abstracted
and projected each sensor data to a virtual map. As shown
in the Fig. 6 (c), the map consists of 100×100 pixels with
a size of 5×5 cm2 . The size was chosen to mitigate the
computational complexity of the path search algorithm.
4.1.1 Physical Obstacles
Physical obstacles are detected by a single channel LIDAR into a form of point-cloud data, and these data are
mapped directly on the virtual map to generate walls for
path-finding and obstacle avoidance.
4.1.2 Virtual Obstacles
In a real tennis court, it is important to limit and specify the scope of activity for the robot, even without physical obstacles. In order to achieve this requirement, we
introduced ChromaTag [11] as shown in Fig. 7 (a). The
robot recognizes the ChromaTag as a virtual obstacle, and
it abstracts barriers on the virtual map (for path-search).
Fig. 7 (b) shows an abstracted virtual obstacle. With this
feature, the user can easily control the robot’s scope of
activity.
4.1.3 Detected Balls
In order to chase and collect detected balls, it is required to project and map the absolute positions of the
detected balls on the virtual map. Through homography
matrix of the camera, positions of the detected balls on
the camera view are translated into 2D positions on the
floor and projected on the virtual map. In the virtual map
shown in the Fig. 6 (c), the green dots represent the detected balls and the yellow dot represents the target ball
currently being tracked.

5. DESIGN PRINCIPLE FOR BALL
COLLECTION

Fig. 6 (a) A robot in a test court, (b) Camera view detection, (c) Abstracted map.

Fig. 7 (a) Installation of ChromaTag, (b) Graphic
schematic illustration, (c) An abstracted map with extended virtual barrier.

4.2 Path Planning
As mentioned above, the ambient environment of the
robot is simplified and abstracted to the robot-centered
spatially relative virtual map for navigational purpose.
The map provides an effective basis for path-planning
and driving to collect ball while avoiding obstacles. For
path searching and planning on the map, A* algorithm
[12] is utilized. The purpose of running A* algorithm
is to follow the path, but without SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) capability, it is impossible to monitor whether the robot is correctly following the generated path on the same reference frame; the
next-updated map would have shifted ambient information based on robot movement, and it is impossible to
reflect past frames generated plan. As an alternative to
monitor the robots trajectory, for every update of the map,
A* algorithm is utilized to evaluate a temporary optimal
path on the updated map, and the robot drives toward the
direction of the point about 25cm from the origin of temporarily generated path until the map is updated to the
next frame. The gray line shown in the Fig. 6 (c) shows
the generated path for the robot.
4.3 Mecanum Platform
Paths generated by the graph search algorithm are
mostly cranky due to environmental hindrance in a real
table tennis court. In the case of using a conventional
differential drive system, two problems appear; complicated motion and intermittent stops are required to follow
cranky paths; frequent z-axis rotation affects the camera’s
view, and this increases the possibility of vision based
detection failure. To negate these problems, mecanumwheeled holonomic platform is introduced.

A suction motor is widely implemented as a robotic
end-effector [13–15]. Despite its large power consumption, it allows a compact mechanical setup for an endeffector. In a narrow space, where bulky rigid grippers are
hard to reach, a suction type end-effector can approach a
target with its compact configuration.
Several mechanisms have been in use for ball collection: rotating disks [2], a net of elastic wire [16], and a
gripper [17]. These are mostly bulky, and they consist
of rigid components. For these mechanisms to function
soundly, open space around a ball is required. In the case
of pneumatic soft grippers [18, 19] with a small form factor, they require physical contact with an object to generate pulling force. These apparatus, however, are not
suitable for a table tennis ball in a tight area. The existing
mechanisms focus on securing a tight capture, abandoning targets in the corner or under furniture; they have a
high probability of collision with surroundings as illustrated in Fig. 8.
An improved mechanism is newly designed to collect
balls. This mechanism is comprised of a suction motor
with a nozzle, and two actuators to extend the work space
of the end-effector. In this way, we can collect balls without physical contact, and at a distance of a few centimeters. Moreover, with the aid of the 2-DOF active nozzle,
the robot can collect balls situated in a dead zone, where
the robot itself is inaccessible.
5.1 Suction for Ball Collection
TT-bot inhales balls that are stuck in tight space or enclosed by walls. A suction motor forms air flow that pulls
the ball with drag force. A 200 W suction motor is able to
gather balls located up to 4 cm. Within the inhalation region, a ball can be collected without precise motion control.
After the ball enters the inside, as described in Fig.
9 (a), it is separated from the main passage to fall in a
ball storage. For the separation, a reflector is used and
designed to minimize air friction loss and ensure the separation. Thus, it has maximized area of openings and installed with suitable angle and height.
5.2 2-DOF Active Nozzle
When the robot is blocked by obstacles, the 2-DOF
active nozzle enables the collection by its linear and rotational movement, as shown in Fig. 9 (b). The nozzle
can move up to 15 cm frontward and rotate from -90 ◦
to 90◦ . A flexible tarpaulin nozzle is utilized, which can
smoothly follow the movement of actuators.
Actuators are controlled based on the positions of recognized target balls and surrounding obstacles. Whenever the robot recognizes a target ball, the rotational actuator aligns the nozzle toward the ball. If the robot is
blocked by obstacles, which can be recognized from ul-

trasound sensor, a linear actuator lengthens the nozzle to
reach the ball.
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